The second part of the response, and the more relevant part to the topic here, was the decision by Johnson and Johnson to re-engineer every sale of Tylenol. Today, every bottle of pills has a plastic wrap around the outside of the bottle. Customers can examine this unbroken plastic before they buy the bottle. In addition, every bottle has a foil seal inside the cap. This foil proves that nothing (such as the syringe that earlier had contaminated the capsules) has penetrated the protected area where the medicine actually resides. Inside the bottle, the medicine exists in tamperproof caplets or tablets, rather than the earlier capsules into which the malicious person had injected the poison.
In short, Johnson and Johnson built trust into every transaction. Customers use their own senses to reaffirm that the Tylenol is safe. They touch the plastic wrap, they open the foil seal, and they take a tamper-proof pill. My informal polling shows that many people will choose a safetywrapped bottle instead of a traditional bottle of pills that lacks the safety wrap. Tylenol regained its market share within six months of the crisis, and it remains a trusted brand today. 3 One of the biggest crises in consumer confidence became one of the greatest successes.
I propose the term "trustwrap" to bring together the physical transactions of Tylenol and the virtual transactions of E-Commerce. The idea for "trustwrap" originates with the plastic wrap and related techniques that Tylenol uses to demonstrate trustworthiness. We cannot literally follow the Tylenol example on the Internet and use plastic wrap to prove that transactions are safe. 4 We can, however, study which techniques build equivalent forms of trust for virtual transactions. Moreover, the term "trustwrap" invokes the "shrinkwrap" plastic that goes around a box of software, the "shrinkwrap licenses" that often come inside a box of software, 5 and the "clickwrap licenses" that have spread across the Internet. 6 For my proposed use of "trustwrap", the seller demonstrates in the course of the transaction that there are legal, technical, or other protections for the purchaser.
I. Trustwrap and the Role of Legal Rules in Encouraging E-Commerce
This part of the Article will first try to re-capture the vision of ECommerce from the initial period in the mid-1990s. It will then examine how the three success stories of credit cards, clicks-and-bricks retailers, and eBay have developed contrary to many of the assumptions of the initial period. In particular, each of the three success stories has included binding legal guarantees as central elements of the ways that they build trust into online transactions. 
A. The Early E-Commerce Vision of E-Cash, Pure Internet Plays, and No Intermediaries
The early prophets of E-Commerce were infused with a sense of the different-ness of the Net. 8 Transactions would be done with revolutionary e-payments. Numerous new payment systems were discussed and proposed, including at financial cryptography conferences in which I participated. Mathematicians and business visionaries such as David Chaum 9 and Robert Hettinga 10 were convinced that electronic cash would soon be part of everyone's daily experience. The patents at the core of these new payments systems got start-ups off the ground, and major banks invested a great deal of time and effort exploring how to take advantage of the new e-payment systems.
Not only would the payments systems be new, but the merchants would be new, too. The late 1990s was the era of the pure Internet play.
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The growth of Amazon and Yahoo! made other companies hope that they, too, could parlay a hot domain name into worldwide consumer sales. In the headlong rush to grow, business had to move at Internet speed. A month (or perhaps a quarter) was an entire new Internet generation. In this new environment, new Internet companies would be at a great advantage over the sluggish merchants of the traditional economy. Generation X would be ascendant, and their web sites would spell the end of retailers who were managed by people with gray hair and saddled with expensive real estate.
Next, search engines and other new technology would spell the end of intermediaries. At the most basic level, the Internet makes information flows essentially free, instantaneous, and global. Old markets had been characterized by physical and other costly barriers to matching buyers and sellers. The Internet removed these barriers. In the new, frictionless market, a specialized seller anywhere in the world could peddle wares to a buyer anywhere in the world.
Search engines became an almost-magical way to end friction and match buyers and sellers. As an example, suppose you wanted to buy a specialty item, such as a left-handed corkscrew. Where would you find one near your home? How well would the Yellow Pages solve your problem? What if you lived out on a farm-would you know how to find the right mail-order catalogue? Well, fortunately, we live in the world of the New Economy. A search today on www.google.com found 1,180 sites that Traditional retailers and other intermediaries would also be challenged by new technologies for comparison shopping. "Shopping bots" would put the consumer in charge, allowing the buyer to compare prices across an enormous range of web sites. The comparison shopping pages would compete among themselves as well, offering so many different ways to give consumers just what they wanted. My www.google.com search for "shopping bot" found 143,000 sites. 13 In this vision of the New Economy, we are no longer stuck with the retail stores that happen to be close to our homes. Instead, we can shop 'til our fingers drop, instantly honing our searches to find the best product at the best price.
Taken together, this vision of the New Economy foretold a future of E-cash, of nimble Internet companies destroying physical retailers, and an end to intermediaries between sellers and buyers. It was an exciting vision, promising enormous change, but it has turned out to be wrong.
B. Credit/Debit Cards vs. E-Cash
Today, after the bursting of the dot-com bubble, it is easier to see that the prophets over-stated the uniqueness of E-Commerce. The mathematician might note that "commerce" and "E-Commerce" share eight out of nine letters. As a straight orthographic matter, they are thus about ninety percent the same. As a business matter, too, we all see that ECommerce is subject to some ancient truths-companies must make a profit to survive, they can't lose on every sale and make it up on volume, and an intriguing commercial during the Super Bowl can't substitute for actually delivering a good product to the consumer.
As merchants have rediscovered these ancient truths, they have also invented ways to build trust into each transaction. For instance, the victory of credit cards over new e-payment systems is essentially complete.
14 Most consumer purchases over the Internet are made with credit cards or debit cards participating in the Visa or similar networks. By contrast, the leading 12. The search was conducted on March 17, 2003. Some of the 1,180 hits are duplicates, and some do not actually sell the corkscrews, but the buyer clearly has a large selection of sites that do. Perusal of these sites reveal that an entire industry has developed on the Internet for supplying hardware and other tools designed for left-handed people, a market that apparently was previously underserved. When I presented this paper, one person observed an unsuspected link between left-handed corkscrews and the title of this paper-having corkscrews that turn the correct way for left-handed people (clockwise) could actually reduce the sales of pain medicine such as Tylenol.
13. Search performed on March 17, 2003. 14. By far the most successful non-traditional payments system is PayPal. As discussed below, however, PayPal actually relies on the existing credit and debit card systems to offer binding consumer protections. See infra text accompanying notes 17-20.
e-payment prospects are either bankrupt or have refocused on different markets.
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In retrospect, the triumph of credit cards is easy to understand. Consider the benefits that a consumer gets from using a new form of ecash. Essentially, the consumer gets the ability to transfer funds to the merchant and have the merchant instantly recognize that the payment is good.
The same benefit occurs when the consumer uses a credit cardmerchants can instantly confirm that the credit card payment is good. In addition, however, a credit card purchase in the United States offers two key advantages. First, consumers are protected against the unauthorized use of the credit card number. By law, the credit card issuer covers any unauthorized use over $50. 16 In practice, most banks do not even charge the customer for the first $50. Second, the credit card brings with it an already-functioning dispute resolution system. If a merchant claims that a customer has spent $200 on software, and the customer disagrees, then the customer is not charged for the $200 while the dispute is in process.
What new e-payment system can match those two advantages? A new system has all the usual challenges of getting a global business up and running, such as figuring out the technology, enlisting partners to deploy the technology, and getting customers to learn how to use the new system. In order to match the $50 rule for unauthorized use, the new system would presumably need to find some private-sector guarantor against unauthorized use, and would then have to educate consumers about the guarantee. To match the credit card dispute resolution process, the new system would similarly have to create a system and then advertise it. These are difficult tasks, indeed.
Credit cards also have another advantage-established brand names and the accompanying sense of solidity. Consumers (and merchants) believe that Visa, MasterCard, and American Express are likely to remain in business for a long time to come. Standard game theory, and the common sense of most consumers, suggests that these sorts of long-term players are more likely to follow the rules of the game than are short-term players. A company that has an established relationship with a customer and a well-known brand has far more to lose by cheating than does a new company that might be trying to score quickly and get out. Established credit card companies thus had an enormous advantage over start-up epayments approaches, much as the U.S. dollar gets trusted more than the currency of a newly established country.
15. Chaum's Digi-cash is bankrupt. Cyber-cash became a service company to online merchants, and did not even offer a consumer payment system anymore before its Internet payments business was acquired by Verisign. See http://www.cybercash.com.
16. See Clayton P. Gillette, Rules, Standards, and Precautions in Payment Systems, 82 VA. L. REV. 181 (1996) (analyzing consumer protection rules applying to unauthorized use of credit cards, debit cards, and checks).
The success of the online payment system PayPal might, at first glance, seem to contradict these conclusions about the advantages of established payment systems that offer binding legal guarantees. After all, you can use PayPal to transfer money to someone even if you only know that person's e-mail address. Perhaps, with over twenty million customers, PayPal has created a truly successful E-Cash system.
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A closer look at PayPal, however, instead reinforces the importance of both established payment systems and binding legal guarantees. In every instance, the recipient is part of the established, bank-based payments system. Originally, PayPal relied on customer checking accounts. New customers would inform PayPal of the routing and account numbers for their checking accounts. PayPal would verify the account, 18 and a customer could then receive money payments in the checking account. Today, customers are far more likely to use credit cards to open their PayPal accounts.
19
Instead of being a direct form of E-Cash, PayPal instead piggybacks on the reputations of customers' banks and the legal guarantees that accompany participation in the established payments system.
20

C. Clicks-and-bricks vs. Pure Internet Retailers
Established bricks-and-mortar retailers have turned out to have similar advantages over pure Internet retailers. A large and growing percentage of consumer Internet purchases occurs with "clicks-and-bricks" sites, where the Web site has the same name as an established physical-world retailer.
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The offline retailer comes equipped with a brand name and a sense of solidity. It has "real" stores in addition to the web site. I suspect that the physical experience of visiting a Staples, Wal-Mart, or Barnes & Noble helps an individual trust that the Web site will perform successfully. 22 21. A search of the "allnews" database on Westlaw found a reference to "clicks and bricks" as early as a May 24, 1999 article in Ad Week. Use of the phrase ballooned after that, with 182 uses between August 1 and the end of 1999.
22. I will leave it to the evolutionary psychologists to study the extent to which the ability to physically sense an item contributes to an individual's trust in the quality of that item. See, e.g., consumer's transaction with Staples, for example, is wrapped in the protection offered by the local store and its national reputation.
But what about the old conventional wisdom, that offline retailers are too slow to respond to the Internet marketplace? In part, that conventional wisdom was inevitably going to become less true over time. We now can see the late 1990s as a start-up phase for the entire industry of ECommerce. During the start-up phase, as with the start-up of an individual company, there are the late nights, long weekends, and frantic efforts to grow the company before the cash runs out or the window of opportunity closes. After a time, the successful start-up company becomes more mature. There is more emphasis on execution and professionalism, and less need for the hectic virtues of doing something brilliantly for the first time.
In comparing the pure Internet plays to clicks-and-bricks, then, many people confused the need for speed during the start-up phase with the need for speed on an ongoing basis. It is assuredly true that E-Commerce companies from now on will have to move rapidly to adjust to changing markets. But so will offline retailers and other participants in the universally fast-paced world of modern business. Over time, less of the success of an E-Commerce site will be based on doing the transaction a different way today than it did it a month ago. More of the success will be based on traditional virtues such as managing inventory, controlling costs, buying in volume, and the rest.
In this more mature E-Commerce market, the traditional retailers' supposed weaknesses become their strengths. Some of the retailers have taken time to learn to do it right. The office-supply giant Staples, for instance, saw its Internet sales and profits flourish in 2001, during the collapse of many pure online retailers. 23 It turns out that rushing to market during the dot-com boom was not essential, at least if a brand name and physical stores back up the Web effort. Along with this possibility of going slow-and-steady, the offline retailer already has the existing inventory systems, buying relationships, and cost-cutting measures that provide the competitive edge in a more mature market.
Clicks-and-bricks retailers also have more in their favor than a trusted brand name and physical solidity. They, like the credit card companies, ROBERT WRIGHT, THE MORAL ANIMAL: EVOLUTIONARY PSYCOLOGY AND EVERYDAY LIFE (1994). To follow the sort of reasoning used by Robert Wright in The Moral Animal, it is intuitively plausible to me that the ancestors of homo sapiens developed elaborate ways on the ancient savannah to tell whom to trust or not trust. Id. From my own interactions online with other people, I have gotten to know many people online first, and then met them face-to-face. My own experience is that I often trust someone more after we have met face-to-face, having a "real" connection to supplement the virtual connection.
23 provide value added for E-Commerce transactions. Physical retailers conveniently provide key services that are difficult or impossible for pure Internet retailers to match. Physical retailers are set up to accept returns on damaged or unwanted merchandise. They can often exchange the item or fix the problem on the spot. If the consumer is confused, they can explain how to use the product so that it will work properly. If the product is the wrong size or color, the disgruntled consumer can see the replacement immediately. The return or exchange can happen the same day, which is something even overnight shipping can't achieve. The physical store employs a live person to complain to or talk with, a touch that some consumers will value. When warranty work is needed, the physical retailer can handle it in town, without the need for the consumer to find the right box and ship it to a distant location. In addition, consumers who buy from a clicks-and-bricks retailer increase the likelihood that their local consumer protection laws will apply. The issues of jurisdiction and choice of law for Internet sales have been very controversial. 24 Internet merchants have usually sought "country of origin" treatment, in which the laws of a jurisdiction chosen by the seller would govern. Consumer advocates have usually sought "country of destination" treatment, in which the laws of the consumer's jurisdiction would apply. The point here is that the presence of a physical store is likely to tip the question in the direction of the consumer's jurisdiction. It will be difficult for a clicks-and-bricks company to say that the laws of a distant place should apply when sales by its local retailer would clearly be governed by the local jurisdiction. The consumer, in essence, gets insurance against unfamiliar consumer protection rules.
In short, clicks-and-bricks retailers can provide a panoply of services better than a pure Internet company. (I am not claiming that all of them offer outstanding customer service, just that the physical retailers have important advantages.) The consumer gets all of the advantages of the pure Internet play, because a clicks-and-bricks retailer typically offers the same mail-in service that a pure Internet retailer offers. But the consumer can trust that there is the back-up of help from real people in a real store. And the consumer can know that local laws will almost surely apply, increasing the trustworthiness of the entire transaction.
D. eBay vs. The End of Intermediaries
Credit cards and clicks-and-bricks retailers solve some of the problems of Internet commerce. eBay goes much further. A visit to eBay's Rules and Safety Overview shows an entire shadow legal system at work. 25 In my opinion, the phenomenal success of eBay shows both the efficacy of this shadow legal system and the need for much larger amounts of trustwrap than the early prophets of E-Commerce ever dreamed.
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eBay did not start out with a shadow legal system. The early dream of eBay was premised on a non-legal "feedback" system. The idea was that sellers and buyers who successfully completed transactions would accumulate positive feedback, and sellers and buyers who performed badly would accumulate negative feedback. This feedback system proved to be a substantial, if incomplete, success. Today on eBay, many sellers have ratings in the dozens, hundreds, and beyond, indicating that they are repeat players who have successfully completed many previous transactions. In this way, buyers can have substantial trust in their first transaction with a seller they have never encountered before, vindicating one of the dreams of the New Economy.
In the pure form of the feedback system there would be no need for backup legal enforcement to ensure trust. A high rating would ensure trust, and a low rating would put the buyer on notice to take extra precautions. In real life, however, eBay has wrapped its transactions in more and more layers of reassuring legal and practical protections. Some of these protections address specific imperfections in the feedback mechanism. For instance, there is now a detailed legal document explaining the circumstances where feedback will be removed from the eBay site. There are also now rules to prevent "shills" from bidding up an auction item artificially.
More generally, eBay has moved far away from the original New Economy dream that distant buyers and sellers could conduct transactions over the Internet without any need for the Old Economy concepts of law and sanctions. To be sure, the Rules and Safety Overview continues to voice the community-building spirit that was so important to the initial growth of eBay. 27 The Overview also, however, contains buyer and seller protections including the following:
1. Fraud insurance for the buyer, up to $200 per purchase, with a $25 deductible.
2. An escrow service so that buyers can examine the item before payment is made to the seller.
26. Some imperfections in the eBay system are discussed in Clayton P. 3. An identification logo that participating sellers can display to show that they have a verified identity. 4. Independent services to appraise or otherwise verify the quality of items. 5. A "verified rights owner" program so that owners of copyright and other intellectual property can work with eBay to remove unlawful items. This program reduces the risk that buyers will be unwittingly buying illegal works. 6. A detailed "systems outage" policy explaining what happens if eBay's service goes down, including credits from eBay to sellers in certain circumstances. 7. A "non-paying bidder" policy, including fees from eBay to sellers who are not paid by buyers.
8. An independent dispute-resolution and mediation service, available at no or modest cost. 9. A program that insures sellers against "charge-backs" from a credit-card company if a credit card is used without authorization. Going beyond these risk-reducing provisions, eBay transactions are now subject to an entire anti-fraud investigation and enforcement program. eBay now has an extensive investigations policy, with detailed explanations about the list of offenses that it investigates. Sanctions by eBay range from a formal warning to an indefinite suspension of the user's account. The disappointed person in the transaction can seek civil remedies in court. The get-tough attitude toward fraud was underscored in December, 2001 when two U.S. Attorney's offices announced guilty pleas by eBay sellers and another office announced an indictment.
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E. E-Commerce and Legal Trustwrap
The point of the discussion thus far is not to deny the many ways that the Internet has allowed new forms of E-Commerce, much as the original prophets foretold. The example of the left-handed corkscrew shows how search engines allow buyers and sellers to find each other through the Net, even for very specialized goods that could not previously have sustained a market. Some pure Internet companies, such as Amazon and Yahoo!, have achieved brand recognition that most physical-world retailers can only imagine. E-cash may yet emerge from the shadows to become a significant part of online purchases (although I tend to doubt it). The point instead is that a large and increasing fraction of ECommerce will take place where there is value added to the transaction by one or more forms of trustwrap. Credit cards, clicks-and-bricks retailers, and eBay are just part of the list. Web sites have come up with other ways to reinforce the trustworthiness of the individual transaction. For instance, web transactions using Secure Socket Layers ("SSL") have the familiar lock icon on the screen, and sites that employ SSL technology generally start with "https:" rather than "http:", demonstrating to the surfer that encryption is being used.
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Some sites offer a fax number or other alternative for buyers who do not wish to give their credit card number over the Internet. Credit card companies, in a trend I strongly support, have experimented with techniques such as one-time credit card numbers, so that the merchant never sees the buyer's permanent credit card number. 30 Each of these techniques adds value to the transaction by visibly demonstrating to the buyer that there is protection against the risks of buying over the Internet.
Within the area of trustwrap, some efforts have fared far better than others.
Some companies have tried to establish themselves as "infomediaries," (information intermediaries) where the consumer would store a great deal of personal data with the company. 31 The company would then manage the customer's data, following the privacy rules chosen by the customer and revealing personal information only where the benefits to the customer exceeded any privacy and security risks. Having talked with many of those involved in infomediary ventures, my impression is that none of them has yet found a breakthrough business model. The attempts to build customer trust have foundered on a contradiction-what is so special about the infomediary compared with all the other online companies? That is, why should consumers trust one company to manage all their personal information when the business model is based on consumer distrust of how companies handle their data?
In looking at the successful trustwrap examples and the thus-far unsuccessful infomediary experience, one can tell the conventional ECommerce story of the importance of market forces in shaping the growth of online sales. On this view, credit card companies, eBay, and clicks-andbricks retailers have all increased their market share by offering valueadded ways of conducting online transactions. Infomediaries and the many dot-bombs have failed the market test when they did not offer enough value to consumers. What is striking to me, however, is the less conventional side of the story. The early enthusiasts for E-Commerce were disdainful of law, and believed that new technology would free sellers and buyers from the constraints of real-space jurisdictions. In each of the success stories, however, there is a prominent role for law and dispute resolution in explaining the success of the type of transaction. Legally binding consumer protections are built into each of the three successful examples: credit cards offer insurance against unauthorized use; local retailers offer legal advantages if the product needs to be exchanged; and eBay now wraps its sales in a long list of consumer protections. This experience suggests that enforceable legal protections play an important role as consumers choose how to conduct their online transactions. The successes in the marketplace turn out to be highly correlated with legal protections. Law, rather than being an enemy of the market, is a facilitator of it.
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III. Trustwrap and Internet Privacy Legislation
We now turn from E-Commerce generally to one of the most hotlydebated policy topics affecting E-Commerce, the issue of Internet privacy legislation. Although there are many contested sub-issues concerning Internet privacy, this Part will try to shed light on some specific items. After giving a brief history of U.S. government policy toward Internet privacy, I will focus on reasons to believe that the case for Internet privacy legislation is stronger today than it was during the start-up period of ECommerce in the 1990s. Self-regulation was particularly apt during the start-up period, with faster response from industry than Administration support for legislation would have secured. Crucially, the start-up period provided important lessons about how to draft privacy legislation in the U.S. setting. In particular, there are compelling reasons to support the somewhat surprising conclusion that legislation should be limited to online collection of personal information, and not extend to all offline collection. As we consider the possibility of Internet privacy legislation, the lessons about trustwrap in Part I can shift our overall sense about the desirability of binding legal rules. Such rules, after all, have been tightly linked with ECommerce success, and binding privacy rules may well build additional such success.
A. A Brief History of U.S. Government Policy Toward Internet Privacy
Commercial activities were not even permitted on the Internet until 1992. 33 During the mid-1990s the U.S. During this period, from 1997 to 2000, privacy advocates sharply criticized the Clinton Administration for its support of self-regulation and its failure to seek broad Internet privacy legislation. These criticisms were made on a number of overlapping grounds. Some view privacy as a fundamental human right that must be protected by law, as recognized for instance in Article 8 of the Council of Europe Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms. 43 That Convention has been signed by forty-three European states, showing widespread support for a human rights approach to privacy that contrasts sharply with the "self-regulatory" approach existing in the United States. 44 Some critics of the U.S. position emphasized the strict privacy requirements under the European Union Data Protection Directive. As countries around the world have increasingly harmonized their privacy regimes, the United States has become increasingly anomalous in failing to have Internet privacy protections and promulgate comprehensive privacy laws more generally. 45 Other critics placed more emphasis on domestic U.S. arguments. For instance, Internet privacy violations implicate First Amendment values if individuals are tracked as they read at different web sites. 46 The collection and sale of data treats individuals as commodities, an approach at odds with individual autonomy. 47 In a more instrumental mode, stronger privacy laws 1. Everyone has the right to respect for his private and family life, his home and his correspondence. 2. There shall be no interference by a public authority with the exercise of this right except such as in accordance with the law and is necessary in a democratic society in the interests of national security, public safety or the economic well-being of the country, for the prevention of disorder or crime, for the protection of health and morals, or for the protection of the rights and freedoms of others.
Id.
44 might promote confidence in Internet commerce, with benefits both for surfers' privacy and companies' sales. 48 Critics' concerns about Internet privacy invasions were exacerbated by their distress about the Clinton Administration's opposition to the use of strong encryption. 49 Until September, 1999, when the Administration shifted position, 50 critics were concerned about a privacy doublewhammy-no technological measures to protect privacy (because of the encryption limits) and no legal measures to protect privacy (because of the lack of U.S. Internet privacy rules). Since the 1999 announcement of support for strong encryption, there has not been any significant legislation or executive action to reinstate encryption controls.
The next section of this Article will assess the effects of public policy during this start-up period of the Internet. 
B. The Case for Internet Privacy Legislation Now That the Start-Up Period is Over
Roughly speaking, the Internet was mostly in a pre-commerce period through about 1996. The period from about 1996 until the end of the Internet bubble in 2001 might be called the "start-up period," both for the many individual start-up companies and for E-Commerce as a whole. The period since 2001 has been one of a more mature market, with the exit of many E-Commerce companies that lacked a successful business model.
The discussion in this Part makes the case for different approaches to Internet privacy protection during the start-up period and afterward. Roughly speaking, the benefits of self-regulation and the costs of legislation were likely to be especially high during the start-up period. The balance shifts more toward the benefits of legislation after the end of the start-up period.
(1) The Relative Success of Self-Regulation During the Start-Up Period.
Suppose you are a policy-maker considering the possibility of Internet privacy legislation early in the start-up period, in 1996 or 1997. Suppose, to make a realistic assumption, your goal is to encourage E-Commerce while promoting consumer confidence and protecting individual privacy. You wish to improve commercial practice quickly while holding down compliance costs. In the eyes of this policy-maker, acting in good faith, how would you weigh the choice between self-regulation and legislation for Internet privacy?
At the risk of sounding naïve, this description of a good-faith policymaker actually matches well with my own experience of discussions within the Clinton Administration about Internet privacy. 54 The essential policy was to support self-regulation but with an understanding that the Administration would support legislation if industry did not make progress quickly enough.
I believe that this policy in fact succeeded quite well during the startup period. There was a rapid increase in privacy policies during this period, as shown by the annual FTC studies. The 1998 study found that only fourteen percent of commercial web sites had any privacy statement or notice. 55 That number rose to sixty-six percent in 1999 56 and eighty-eight 54. The substantive discussions about Internet privacy took place in a context where the chief political forces operated largely in the same direction as the good-faith policy discussion. The Clinton Administration clearly favored developing electronic commerce. By the late 1990s it also clearly favored finding ways to protect individual privacy while holding down compliance costs. 57 My view of these numbers is that the Administration's credible threat to seek legislation, if industry did not respond, led to a remarkable response by industry. If the Administration had instead ignored the issue of Internet privacy, then there would have been a much slower response from industry. If the Administration had instead pushed for early legislation, then I think many web sites would have delayed implementing a privacy policy until they knew the final form of legislation. And that legislation, in light of the opposition of most corporations and their political influence, would quite possibly never have arrived. 58 Another advantage of the self-regulation-plus-Administration-pressure approach was the blossoming of policy and technical innovations for Internet privacy. Major companies competed for favorable press attention about their privacy innovations. For instance, IBM announced that it would only buy web advertisements from sites that posted privacy policies 59 and Microsoft used its small-business web sites to help its clients develop their own privacy policies. 60 The Direct Marketing Association, long engaged in battles on privacy legislation, adopted the policy and practice in 1999 that members would be expelled unless they posted privacy policies that included an opt-out for third parties.
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On the technical side, advocacy groups such as the Center for Democracy and Technology ("CDT") worked with industry to develop the Platform for Privacy Preferences ("P3P"), which its proponents hoped would create an 57. Supra note 42. 58. The difficulty of passing privacy legislation during this period was illustrated by Congress' inability to pass medical privacy legislation. See infra note 68 (providing details of medical privacy rules). As the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act was enacted in 1996 ("HIPAA"), Congress gave itself until August, 1999 to enact legislation, or else the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services ("HHS") would gain the power to draft the regulations. Passing medical privacy legislation might have seemed an easier task than passing Internet privacy legislation, both because there was a greater consensus that legislation was needed for sensitive medical records and because the Republican Congress did not favor granting this sort of discretion to the Clinton Administration. Nonetheless, no medical privacy legislation during this period even passed a Congressional subcommittee. The chances for delay in Internet privacy legislation, even if there had been Administration support, were thus very high. automatic software mechanism for matching the privacy preferences of surfers with the policies of web sites.
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Perhaps the most important innovation, however, was the creation of the so-called web seal programs such as TRUSTe 63 and BBBOnline. 64 The idea of the web seal was that a web site, which was possibly unknown and untrusted by the user, could sign up with the web seal program as a privatesector enforcement agency. The web seal program would only permit its seal to be displayed on sites that met minimum criteria. Surfers could complain to the web seal program about any privacy problem, and the web seal program would act as enforcer, up to the sanctions of withdrawing the seal and referring the case to public agencies.
The web seal programs are especially important, in my view, because they created a plausible case that privacy enforcement would actually be more effective with that sort of self-regulatory program than under a pure legislative approach. The presence of web seal programs does not deprive government agencies of the power to bring enforcement actions against deceptive trade practices; instead, the web seal programs become a supplement to government agencies. They are a source of information for companies seeking guidance and a first line of enforcement for small problems or for problems that can be readily resolved. Perhaps the greatest advantage of the seal programs is that they are scalable. The staffs of TRUSTe and BBBOnline can grow quickly as the number of participating websites increases. By contrast, my experience in the U.S. Office of Management and Budget teaches that the same sort of staff increase would simply not be politically possible at the Federal Trade Commission or other enforcement agencies. 
(2)What We've Learned from the Privacy Legislation of the Late 1990s.
At the level of practice, this history of the late 1990s for Internet privacy provides evidence that support for self-regulation, combined with the credible threat of legislation, resulted in a rapid spread of privacy policies and substantial experimentation on new approaches for diffusing privacy policies and enforcement into the world of E-Commerce. Meanwhile, there was a rapid spread of binding privacy rules in the United States for the most sensitive categories of personal information held in the private sector. My thesis here is that legislating first for this sensitive information was a sound strategy, for both political and substantive reasons.
The most important of the binding rules came in three categories: (1) information collected over the Internet about children under the age of thirteen, under the Children's Online Privacy Protection Act of 1998 ("COPPA"); 66 (2) financial information, under the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act of 1999 ("GLB"); 67 and (3) medical records, under the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 ("HIPAA"), and the privacy regulation first issued in final form in 2000. 68 The political rationale for moving first on this sensitive data is easy enough to see-it was easier to get political consensus that there should be binding, legal protections for the most sensitive types of information, and there was general agreement that children's, financial, and medical records qualified as sensitive. By contrast, there was less consensus that information collected by web sites over the Internet was inherently sensitive.
On the substance of good legislation, I highlight four lessons from the experience with enacting and complying with laws protecting the privacy of children's, financial, and medical information: (1) the need for wellcrafted exceptions; (2) the importance of good notices that are understandable to recipients; (3) the limits of technological fixes; and (4) the importance of carefully defining the jurisdictional trigger for the regulatory regime.
In drafting exceptions, the challenge is how to permit desirable data flows while effectively limiting flows that risk harm to individual privacy. In a 1998 book, my co-author and I criticized the Data Protection Directive in the European Union for not having a number of significant, necessary exceptions. For example, it was unclear under the Directive on what basis accountants could audit records of a company containing personal information. 69 Similarly, it was unclear whether lawyers performing due diligence could examine a company's records in preparation for a merger. 70 These sorts of needed exceptions were explicitly included in the GLB and HIPAA privacy rules. 71 Indeed, the Clinton Administration did not call for any change in the GLB exceptions when it proposed additional financial privacy protections in 2000. 72 Creating exceptions should not be seen, even by privacy advocates, as "caving in" to industry. It is good public policy, in my view, to continue to have effective audits and due diligence before mergers. Safeguards can be and have been included for these exceptions, so that the auditors or lawyers remain under confidentiality requirements that prohibit re-disclosure. 73 In addition, the lack of appropriate exceptions can backfire and create political momentum that can kill a privacy regime. One notable example was a medical privacy law in Maine that had the effect of making it difficult or impossible for florists to deliver flowers to patients in the hospital. 74 The immediate effect was to prompt repeal of the entire privacy law. 75 The hope in future privacy legislation is that we will all learn from this experience which exceptions are needed.
On the importance of good notices, the legalistic notices under GLB were widely criticized as too difficult to understand and not effective at letting customers compare privacy policies. . For a discussion of the bill, see Swire, supra note 54, at 1292-93. The bill did contain a new exception for certain customer service activities, but this exception was included only because of the expanded coverage of the proposed bill, and not due to disagreement with the exceptions contained in GLB itself.
73. Under the medical privacy rule, auditors and those performing due diligence will be under the confidentiality requirements that apply to "business associates." 45 C.F.R. 74. The problem for florists was that they needed prior patient consent to learn the number of the hospital room, but the patients were usually receiving the flowers as a gift and so had not given prior consent. obviously learn how to do better in the future. Fortunately, HHS has encouraged a more user-friendly approach to notices in the medical privacy rule. In response to public comments, HHS has specifically encouraged a "layered notice" approach, with a short plain-language notice on top and a more detailed notice as a second layer.
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The plain-language notice addresses the goal of communicating clearly with the recipient. The detailed notice addresses the goal of ensuring that the organization has examined its own privacy practices and has created an enforceable set of privacy promises. In future legislation, we should avoid the mistakes of GLB and ensure that layered notices are either encouraged or required.
As for the limits of technological fixes, we now have some experience in assessing the heady hopes of the Internet start-up period. One lesson has been the limited usefulness of the technology of P3P as a substitute for legal and institutional privacy protections. While P3P was under construction in 1999 and 2000, some proponents argued that legislation was unnecessary because the P3P software would give users' their desired level of privacy.
79 At the time of this writing in 2003, P3P seems far less than a "magic bullet." Even many of the leading web sites are not P3P readable, and the standard version of P3P offers much narrower privacy protections than proponents had originally hoped.
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There have been similar disappointments with the "digital certificates" that the FTC hoped would be an important part of COPPA. 81 In its 1999 rule for children's web sites, the FTC used a so-called "sliding scale" approach that used insecure e-mails to get permission for certain uses of children's information. 82 The Commission believed that, "with advances in technology, companies will soon be able to use more reliable verifiable 78 The Commission specifically believed that digital certificates would shortly be used widely by parents, and so allowed until April, 2002 for digital certificates to become the standard way for parents to consent to uses of their children's personal information. 84 These predictions of the Internet start-up period, however, did not come to fruition. The FTC has extended the date for stronger forms of electronic verification until April, 2005, 85 and it is open to serious doubt whether most parents will be using digital certificates by that date. 86 In my view, the experience with P3P and digital signatures suggests the risks of relying on technology to provide a strong substitute for legal and institutional protections of personal information.
(3) The Online/Offline Question
A lesson from recent privacy legislation, which deserves increased attention, is the importance of choosing a good jurisdictional trigger. For organizations complying with HIPAA, GLB, or other privacy laws, the initial and most significant question is whether they are covered by the law. 87 Covered organizations are required to comply with a full range of legal requirements, but other organizations are not. My own view, which I have recently explained in some detail, 88 is that any forthcoming U.S. privacy legislation should apply to information collected online, but should not apply to all information collected offline.
This proposed different treatment of offline and online data strikes some as unfair. 89 A vice president of Amazon.com, for instance, writes: "The fact that a consumer last year purchased both a pair of blue jeans and a cordless drill is not affected by whether this fact was learned 'online' (e.g., through a website purchase) or 'offline' (e.g., through an in-store credit card transaction or mail-in warranty registration card)."
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In response, I believe that there are significant differences in consumer concerns in the two settings. The very act of using the Internet reinforces the concern for consumers that their personal data may spread quickly and in unforeseen ways. In addition, websites can and do collect far greater detail about consumer actions than physical retailers-an online bookstore learns not only which book an individual purchases, but also every other book that the individual even looks at in the bookstore site.
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More importantly, legislation targeted at commercial information collected online creates a bright line concerning who is covered by the regulatory regime. My views here are shaped by my experience with the European Union Directive on Data Protection, whose text applies to an enormous array of online and offline data. 92 In the course of doing research on the Directive, my co-author and I noticed that its text would quite possibly make it unlawful for many business travelers to carry laptops on a plane from the European Union to the United States. In answer to our questions, E.U. officials were split on whether the Directive would indeed prohibit such transfers of personal data. 93 On a practical level, everyone agreed that enforcement against most business travelers was unthinkable. The problem remained, however, "because of the gap between the apparent prohibition in law and the apparent permissibility in practice." 94 The E.U. solution has been to leave interpretation, for laptops and other issues, to the discretion of enforcement officials. 95 No matter the quality of the officials, I continue to have serious concerns about an approach that depends on overbroad legislation and merciful enforcement. Overbroad legislation, if actually put into practice, leads to needless costs and burdens by those who should not be included. Overbroad legislation fails to provide clear notice of what is prohibited and creates the risk of arbitrary and discriminatory enforcement. Moreover, if everyone comes to perceive the legislation as overbroad and unenforceable, the entire law can become a dead letter. The achievable good purposes of the legislation can be lost, because the law went too far.
Returning to the issue of offline and online, this experience with the overbroad E.U. Directive makes me highly skeptical of legislation that would apply to all commercial offline and online information collected in the United States. I simply do not think it is plausible that every babysitter and every teenager cutting neighborhood lawns will be required to hand out a privacy notice before doing the babysitting or cutting the grass. 96 The 91. For further discussion, see Swire, The Online/Offline Question, supra note 88. 92. Article 3 reads in part: "The Directive shall apply to the processing of personal data wholly or party by automatic means, and to the processing otherwise than by automatic means of personal data which form part of a filing system or are intended to form part of a filing system." BENNETT, supra note 45, at Art. 3. There is an exception for some non-commercial activities, but only "by a natural person in the course of a purely personal or household activity." Id.
93. On the issue of laptops, see SWIRE & LITAN, supra note 32, at 40-44. 94. Id. at 73. 95. For discussion of the problems with this discretionary approach, see id. at 45-49. 96. Babysitting or cutting lawns for money would be a commercial activity. If the teenager kept notes about the name of each customer, when to go to the house, and how much had been vague and limitless application of an "all commercial data" law would create great practical problems in determining who was within the scope of the legislation. The ease of creating horror stories, such as my babysitting or grass-cutting examples, would make any such law a subject of ridicule and likely repeal. More likely, an insistence that a privacy law apply to all offline data will ensure that such a law will never be enacted.
At the same time, an online-only law can address the bulk of the privacy issues. Such a law could apply to "mixed databases"-data that combined information from online and offline sources. The Federal Trade Commission has devoted increasing attention to offline data practices, and it is quite possibly a deceptive practice to use information offline in ways that are contrary to the online privacy policy. 97 In this way, only companies that rigidly separate their online and offline databases and sacrifice the ability to participate effectively in E-Commerce would remain outside the scope of the online privacy protections. This approach would provide a smooth path toward widespread privacy protection in the offline world. It would have the greatest impact on the largest and most important databases, which pose the greatest privacy risks and which would inevitably be used in connection with online commerce. At the same time, those who assemble smaller collections of data in the offline world would not need to worry that they had unexpectedly crossed the line into compliance with a federal regulatory scheme.
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III. Conclusion: Trustwrap and the Role of Law in Encouraging E-Commerce and Internet Privacy
Compared to the Internet start-up period of the 1990s, we now have the luxury of time and perspective in assessing the role of law in encouraging E-Commerce and Internet privacy. eBay began as a normsbased system that depended on customer feedback rather than legal guarantees. eBay today, however, offers a long list of legal guarantees, paid, this sort of personal information would presumably come under a law that applied to commercial offline activity. If the teenager told a friend that the family was looking for more help, then that disclosure would presumably be subject to an opt-out or opt-in requirement.
97 that a company's online privacy policies apply equally to its offline collection and use of data, unless the online privacy policy contains language limiting the online privacy policy's application to the online collection of data).
98. The risk of over-breadth is much greater in the offline world than the online. For the online world, part of creating a commercial presence on the Internet would be posting a privacy policy. Such policies are already very common, and legislation would simply ensure that this requirement would become of the standard start-up list, along with items such as handling credit card payments. In addition, the marginal cost online of providing a privacy policy is approximately zero, in contrast to the printing and distribution costs of notices in the offline world.
backed up by criminal enforcement for fraud cases. Credit cards began on the Internet with the disadvantage that they would not work for anonymous transactions-the credit card issuer keeps a list of every customer purchase. Credit cards today dominate E-Cash, however, in large part likely because of the statutory $50 limit on unauthorized purchases and the statutory guarantees of dispute resolution if a merchant charges for non-delivered goods. Clicks-and-bricks retailers gained market share in part because of their brand recognition and the practical advantages of offering returns and other services in local stores. These retailers also, however, are almost certainly subject to the detailed consumer protection laws that exist in most jurisdictions.
In a landscape littered with dot-com failures, three examples stand out as areas of flourishing growth. These three examples, with the visible demonstrations of trust that they build into online transactions, should temper anyone's reflexive opinion that statutory and related legal protections will harm E-Commerce. In saying this, I am of course not saying that all statutes are good and all efforts at self-regulation are bad. Any law professor or any businessperson subjected to a regulatory scheme can think of numerous bad statutes. What I am saying instead is that we should notice that major successes of E-Commerce have been accompanied by binding legal protections. Which legal protections are appropriate, in which settings, is then a matter for careful study.
On the topic of Internet privacy, we now have the opportunity to benefit from careful study of the past decade. What is the most effective form of trustwrap on this contentious issue of handling personal information on the Internet? A principle theme in this Article has been the difference between the start-up period of the Internet, which lasted until the NASDAQ bubble burst in 2001, and the subsequent period. I have explained my reasons for believing that self-regulation, accompanied by a credible threat of legislation, was a sound strategy for improving Internet privacy in the start-up period. The argument for legislation is stronger today. Legislators and regulators have developed considerable expertise from the privacy regimes for children's, financial, and medical privacy. We know much more about which exceptions are needed. We know how to write better consumer notices. We have given room for technological privacy measures to do the job. They have performed far less well than proponents had expected, thus strengthening the case for legal and institutional privacy protections. We have also learned, in my view, that privacy legislation targeted at online practices is likely to be politically and substantively superior to legislation that purports to apply to all commercial offline activity as well.
Based on my own experience in the Internet privacy debates throughout this time, I believe the case for legislation is significantly stronger now than it was in the late 1990s. Compared to the relative inexperience and confusion of the mid-1990s, there is far more consensus It aims, instead, to show reasons based on experience why legislation is more likely to inspire trust, while avoiding excessive costs, than many in the U.S. privacy debates have supposed. Binding legal protections have been associated with the growth areas of E-Commerce. Providing binding legal protections for Internet privacy-creating statutory trustwrap to match the $50 rule for credit cards-may well contribute to growth while also matching the wishes of a vast number of those who use the Internet.
99. For a current compendium of essays on the key issues, see CONSIDERING CONSUMER PRIVACY, supra note 88.
